We give an example of a continuum X which is a retract of C(X)
Introduction.
A continuum is a compact connected metric space. The hyperspaces of a continuum X axe the spaces 2X = {A G X: A is closed and nonempty} and C(X) ~ {A G 2X : A is connected}, each with the Hausdorff metric.
We identify X with the subspace {{x} G 2X : x G X} of 2X (and C(X)). If p is a point of X, we define CP(X) = {A G C(X): p G A}. A map is a continuous function. We say that a map A:XxX->Xisa mean if A(x,y) = A(y,x) for all x,y G X and A(x,x) = x for all x G X.
It is known [4, Theorem 6.4] that if X is a locally connected continuum, then the following assertions are equivalent:
(a) X is an absolute retract.
(b) Xis a retract ofC(X). Since Cone(Tx {0}) is an AR, such a retraction may be constructed by first defining r\ Cone(T x {0}) = id, then defining r over Cp(Cone(T x {0})) U £ by conditions (1) and (2) , and finally, extending r over the entire hyperspace C(Cone(T x {0}).
Then the desired retraction r : C(X) -> X is obtained as the extension of the above r satisfying the conditions:
(1*) r(M) -p if p G M; and (2*) for each M G C(X) with M C Tn for some n, r(M) G M is such that l(r(M)) = inf l(M).
